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What people say
Posted by Armas
(Malaysia)
As you saw from the results from
abroad and the sea, we HAVE already started the process of peacefully defeating the coalition of
hypocrites. Finish them off that
side. NOngonyo ya SWAPO! Unmentionable ones got zero votes
here!
♦

Posted by Isaiah Z.
Kavendjii
There is no doubt that the result
that has been filtering through
from abroad has indicated one
irrefutable fact, and that fact is
that our mighty SWAPO Party
means business. I congratulate
all the Comrades who have
voted from beyond our borders
and to give the Party that essential lead. Your vote is sending a
clear message to those who were
confused by the false hoods of the
architects of a failing project.
The message is that come 27 and
28 of November 2009, that
project (radopa) will join similar projects that met their natural fate i.e. political obscurity and
misery. So, Comrades let us now
redouble our efforts in the remaining days to kindly advice
those who have been promised
milk and honey by people who
has failed to provide the same in
the past, to see the truth with a
view to reject political opportunism for self gain, and vote for true
leadership as evidenced by the
tried and tested leadership of the
mighty SWAPO Party. Viva
SWAPO, the struggle continues,
Victory is certain.
♦

Posted by
Cde.Katusha
Dear Comrades,I have been voting for the SWAPO Party of
Namibia since 1989.I am proud to
continue voting the SWAPO Party
of Namibia as the only Party that
liberated this country and bring
development to the people of
Namibia.Thefore my appeal goes
to the born frees to emulate the seagoing workers by voting the
SWAPO Party of Namibia on 2728 November 2009 .The sea-going workes gave the SWAPO Party
a resouding victory that humiliated

the
likes
of
Livius
Hamutenya,Gwen Lister,Max
Hamata and Hengari.Victory is
certain comrades!Those that mislead come back home, do not waste
your votes on the losers.Vote the
SWAPO Party the Party that always win elections in
N a m i b i a . S WA P O
United,SWAPO Victorious,Now
we shall defeat them come 27-28
N o v e m b e r
2009!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
♦

Posted by Cde
Ndeshipanda
Shame on RaDoPa, now they are
claiming to have a concern that
people who voted on the 13 Nov
might vote on the 27 & 28 and
that those who will vote on the
27 can travell to a different places
and vote again on the 28. Why is
RaDoPa raising this issue after
some result were announced?
Have they realise that there is no
chance for them or what. To me
that is an excuse,and very poor
one. if they know that there is no
security in place to avoid such
situation, thn why dont they go
to court since they are good at
that. we remain United and will
always be. RDP should get
REAL and face the truth kutja
there is no place for them in this
Land of the Brave. Viva
SWAPO viva.

Namibia!
♦
Posted by Amunjela
Come the 27/28 November 2009,
we will witness the last kicks of a
dying horse are very vicious and
lethal, i am referring to the RDP
as the dying horse
Posted by Helena Belle Kashima
I was born in SWAPO,grew up in
SWAPO and I will die in
SWAPO.... People of Namibia I
have some piece of advice to
you,if you want to live a better life
make sure you vote for
SWAPO,for peace,freedom and
s t a b i l i t y . . . . . . . . V I VA
SWAPO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
♦

Posted by Cde
Kanamutenya,WHK
Thanks to all who had voted, they
have truly shown the maturity,
however I think the mighty Party
through its government should reshuffle the New York staff; it is
disgrace, no wonder who is the
head there!!!!!! Come 27-28 we
will do it as usually to make sure
we have 2/3 majority! Let us defeat them and they must be defeated in all constituencies. Plse
cdes when is the star rally here in
Windhoek when and where?
..Otwahala Okuuya momangungo.
Omapu
naaze
mumwe
Neengongo!!!!!!!

Posted by
Tshaanika tshomumati
The leadership of Radopa constantly reveals its hypocritical
tendencies. At the Radopa rally
at Keetmanshoop recently,
Radopa deputy leader
Bezuidenhout claimed that no
development has taken place in
Namibia and that Namibia was
worse off compared to the precolonial times. Eish! Are they
blind? Can they really not see
the roads which we have built,
the clincis, hospitals, schools,
railway lines and many other
infrstructure which were not
there? Do they think that
Namibians are not able to see
the development which has
taken place? The water and
electricity in their villages? The
many young Namibians who
were sent to school, universities
and colleges by the SWAPO
Party Government? We will not
be fooled by their lies. We will
vote correctly come the 27th and
28th November 2009. Voting
correctly means voting for the
SWAPO Party in the National
Assembly elections and for
Comrade
President
Hifikepunye Pohamba in the
presidential elections. Swapo,
united! Swapo victorious! Now,
hardwork!

♦

♦

♦

Posted by Naboth
Uunona
“ Radopo zamo mondjila tse
tuyendemo” Viva Ondilimani ya

Posted by Kakola
ke kullye
New York!! Who is the Head there
at UN?? No wonder!!
♦
Posted by malawi
Something has to be done in
New York there are a lot of traitors there
♦
Posted by Amunjela
Tanzania was our homeland during the struggle, kamuna omapuli
kaa - i expected that result. i agree
with Negumbo- please Moderator put new stuff on the website
♦

Posted by
Cde.Katusha(Vaalgras)
The defeat of Livius Hamutenya
and his political project is drawing near.One wonder what are
they going to say after their humiliation defeat.We shall defeat
them,they even know for
sure.The born frees will vote for
SWAPO Party of Namibia and
Comrade Pohamba on 27-28
November 2009.The cohorts of
the likes,of Gwen Lister,Phil
yaNangolo,Max Hamata and
Hengari, your defeat is on the
way.Your defeat shall be delivered on 27-28 November
2009.SWAPO United,SWAPO
Cont on page 4
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Zoom In
By Asser Ntinda

From SWAPO website: www.swapoparty.org
♦

2009

The Outapi mayhem
might have come and gone
but its implications and effects will be with us long after the elections are over. It
is quite disgusting that The
Namibian and the National
Society for Human Rights,
NSHR, which have been so
quick to point out “acts of
violence committed” by
SWAPO Party supporters,
have chosen to ignore the reality as it unfolded at Outapi.
When members of the
Rally for Democracy and
Progress, RDP, go on the
rampage, these institutions maintain an unpleasing stone silence. But the people themselves – the victims of the concealed connivance between unruly and provocative RDP
supporters and these institutions – will speak out, as they have already started doing.
There is a serious need for a thorough investigation about what happened at Outapi two
weeks ago, as the scars of those who were beaten up by both the Police and RDP supporters will remain with them for the rest of their lives. Allegations emerging from Outapi are
serious, and should they be true, the Police Force at Outapi needs to investigate itself
thoroughly.
Only a thorough investigation will complete that jigsaw and clear the conscience of
those who became victims of circumstances at the hands of the Police and RDP supporters. The outcome of the investigation would also clear or confirm allegations against
NAMPOL. Needless to say, the Police have not been faultless in handling the situation.
They have been one-sided and anger is fast building up there. It has taken the Namibian
Police many years to build up a good reputation that it enjoys today.
All now depends on how they deal with these sensitive cases. The public — whose trust
and confidence the police must cultivate to ensure successful policing – is watching and is
not impressed. A gulf is now slowly but surely developing between the Police and the
public. And that is not good at all. Brutal force does not solve any problem. Understanding
does. Force must be used as a last resort. And when it is used, everybody should come to
the conclusion that there was no alternative but to use force.
The picture emerging out of Outapi is ugly. You have people who were beaten up and
arrested by the Police, but there were no charges laid against them because there were no
grounds on which those charges could be laid. Some of those people were released on
warnings. Released on warnings after being beaten? Our Constitution does not allow this,
not even corporal punishment. It is worse when law enforcement officers carry out their
duties without regard to the Constitution, our Supreme Law.
We have deliberately decided to publish some of those pictures for the public to know.
These pictures are not in our best interest. When violence erupts, the Police should never
be one-sided, as it is alleged to have been the case at Outapi. Beata Aipinge and Hilia
Uushona had to bear with swollen breasts and thighs respectively, having been beaten up
by RDP supporters.
Naftali Mathias was beaten up and arrested by the Police as he tried to pick up his keys
which had fallen down. The Police thought he was picking a stone to throw at them. The
case is pending. Jonas Hamutenya was arrested by the Police as he tried to remove his car
from a scene where violence was about to erupt. The Police accused him of having driven
“too fast” from the scene. They gave him a spot fine of N$150, 00. Despite all these provocations, no RDP supporters have been arrested. The people are asking why?
Some of those allegations are serious and have the ingredients to irreparably damage
the image of the Police – hence the need for a thorough investigation. This year saw police
officers in full uniforms removing a SWAPO Party flag from a tree and throwing it down
in full public view. RDP supporters ululated and chanted as this happened. Similar cases
are now emerging from Outapi. In the face of these allegations, the Police Force needs to
take these allegations seriously by investigating, not ignoring, them.
True, things have never been the same since the 2004 SWAPO Party Extra-Ordinary
Congress. It was from there that former SWAPO Party leader, Jesaya Nyamu, jotted
down some subversive notes, which called for the destruction of the “new Pohamba administration from within.” Creating a bridge of mistrust between the public and the Police is one option.
And sure enough, Nyamu himself came full circle to his notes and publicly announced
that RDP has “people” in key state institutions. One of the institutions he mentioned was
NAMPOL. Nyamu was not lying when he jotted down those notes. We should therefore
not doubt his honesty when he says so in public. The public is watching.
One of the reasons why people are flocking to SWAPO Party rallies and meetings these
days is that they are bitter and angry not only about those who have defected and followed
Nyamu. They are bitter and angry about those who have remained behind to implement
Nyamu’s notes from within. SWAPO Party Youth League, SPYL, calls them hibernators.
They are destroying the government from within. We should not ignore this stark reality.
The biggest challenge facing the SWAPO Party government is not how to deal with
those who have defected. Those ones are known. They have said so publicly. The real
challenge is how to deal with rebels within. The thousands of people we see at SWAPO
Party rallies and meetings come to express their anger against hibernators. The sooner the
leadership acts the better. The largest bulk of our nation is behind SWAPO Party and
utterly against those who have defected and the rebels within. We cannot afford to ignore
such massive crowds. For, they don’t come to sing hallelujah for hibernators. They come
to ask for decisive action. Nothing more, nothing less.

